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Tien shan pai curriculum

01-06-2005, 22:20 #1 (Note: If you can't read Chinese characters go here and try free download) Greetings from Kung Fu Brothers and Sisters, ÎäÁÖÒ»1/4Ò Wu Lin Jia ¡°Martial artists are one family¡± My name is Sean Marshall and I am with you in the spirit of martial unity. As we share a similar curriculum, I try to contact anyone who wants to provide
information, advice, knowledge, ideas, research and experience. The purpose of this network is to produce more light than warmth, so I want to apologize up front if I offend anyone with the facts that I present. I believe that we all benefit from shared experiences. The style, known as Tien Shan Pai, ± two things inspired this debate. One is a recent article in
Inside Kung Fu (May 04) entitled ¡° Unraveling the Mystery of Tien Shan Pai¡± Jonathan Pett Miller (disciple Huang ChienLiang). If you want to read our correspondence please see Addendum 1.The second is the notion that Tien Shan Pai is becoming a much used and much misunderstood concept. In an attempt to prevent people from trying to monopolise
the name I would like to share what I know about Tien Shan Pai's ±. But first here's what tienshanpai.org says: ¡° Tien Shan Pai Kung Fu comes from Xinjiang province in northwest China. Legend has it that it was practiced by monks who lived in a temple that was in the middle of the snow-capped peaks of the Tien Shan Mountains. As the story goes, a
young shepherd who searched for missing animals wandered too far from home. The grasslands he knew so well suddenly seemed unknown, and he realized he was lost. Noticing an old monk with a long white beard approaching nearby, the boy stopped him and asked for directions. When he returned to his village, the boy told his mother about an old
monk. He replied that he had met Tien Shan Lao Ren, a monk who was known for his martial arts skills. The mother encouraged her son to find a monk and learn the secret of kung fu. A young boy went looking for an old monk. His search took him deep into the mountains. He searched for a mile after a mile, but could not find an old monk. At a time of
physical exhaustion, the young boy stopped in a nearby creek to quench his thirst. While kneeling in a stream, he saw a reflection of a beautiful temple nestled in a snow-ding mountain. Feeling he was close, the young boy rushed on. After a long trek to the mountains, the boy finally arrived at the temple. But his hopes were dashed when the monk refused to
accept him as a disciple. The monk explained that they were not allowed to teach outsiders. But instead of going home, as they suggested, the boy knelt in the snow at the temple doors, refusing to leave until the old monk agreed to teach him. The second morning, he was discovered lying unconscious in the cold and taken to the temple. Seeing his
determination, the old monk looked around. Tien Shan Lao Ren decided the boy, whom he nicknamed Hong Yun (Red Cloud) due to fog that rose from his bleeding knees when he was discovered outside the temple. He remained in the temple until he became a man, and when he left, he eagerly passed on his skills to other devoted students. Hong Yun Zu
Shi, once the first to teach monks in the martial arts of the non-artistic world, is considered the founder of Tien Shan Pai. Wang Chueh-Jen came from a wealthy family. His father, Wang Ting Yuen, was a well-known Kung Fu Master in Sichuan Province. Grandmaster Wang first learned from his father before his father hired another master to teach him and
his brothers at home. Wang eventually inherited Tien Shan Pai's style of the 62nd generation Grandmaster Ho Ta-Sun (also known as Ho Yuen-Ching).¡± My humble observation has some glaring problems with this charming story: 1) There is no mention of tien shan martial arts templewhere in Chinese history. The first mention was in the early '70s (that's
1970s). 2) In China the style is absolutely outrageous. 3) There is no record or evidence of these monks, their students, their students, their families, their achievements, etc. 4) Sixty-two generations would make Tien Shan Pai more than three thousand years old. Compare this with the Shaolin temple of 34 generations and over 1,500 years of age
(documented mounds of evidence). 5) This story came to the U.S. around the same time as KwaiChang Kane's story in the Kung Fu series by David Carradine. Its resemblance to ± legend is suspect. 6) Of the 61 63 generations, the ±. The only names are Wang ChuenJen and his teacher Ho Ta-Sun (also known as Ho Yuen-Ching). The other names are
completely unknown (except for the founder± Hong Yun Zu Shi, who is outrageous in the history of martial arts in China). I've never heard of a pedigree where 95% of the grandmasters have lost ±. 7) Many of the forms we teach were created in the 1930s. They are created by a conglomerate of champions jingwu association and ¡° Five North Tigers± among
them (See Addendum 2 for more details). It's undeniable. Since these unavoidable problems most proponents of this style are well aware of the fact that the name ¡° Tien Shan Pai¡± have no historical connections to Tien Mountain. Many proponents also use the term Northern Long Fist¡± or Northern Shaolin¡± These concepts are relevant because that is
what GuoShu forms have been mentioned since its inception. I think the name Tien Shan Pai ± very memorable. ± is an English translation. It is very tempting for people to try to monopolise the name and perpetuate the myths that ¡° corner the market ¡± (see Addendum 3). Therefore, while there is evidence to the contrary, it is obvious that Tien Shan Pai is
really a mixture and other forms that were introduced in Taiwan Wang ChuehJen ÍõçåöÎ. It is known that he is a graduate of the NanJing Central Guoshu Institute so it should not be surprising. It was also known that he had at least six teachers, including his father. Therefore, it is not inconceivable that Master Wang created some forms of his system based on
his great martial arts experience. Modern History Master Willy Lin was the first to bring the forms to Wang ChuehJen on the east coast. His book is best known for documentation of Tien Shan Pai. I think it's considered the object of collectors these days. He taught me Kung Fu ±: Masters Dennis Brown, Norman Smith, Tom Hardy and Clarence Burris. Master
C.C. Liu was also a student at Wang ChuehJen and teaches in the D.C. area. These gentlemen formed the core of Tien Shan Pai's family in the United States. Later they joined Huang ChienLiang, who studied and improved ¡° Tien Shan Pai¡± forms master Dennis Brown and Master Gene Gause in the basement of D.C. Master Willy Lin, self-appointed
Dennis Brown and Gene Gause to prepare Huang to run a branch of the school. There are many witnesses, including other pioneers such as Masters Chuck Jeffries and Mfundishi Bakari. This modern part of the history of Tien Shan Pai is a party that has never been talked about. Sharing information I hope it has been enlightening. I also hope that you can
contribute to the debate by sharing your knowledge and knowledge. I am sure that we all have more in common than different; nonetheless, I'm sure we can all learn from each other. Personally, I don't feel that origin style is as important as the skill in which it is fulfilled. Nevertheless, this journey in the history of these forms has been a very rewarding
experience. Glory is an important element of Martial Virtue (WuDe). So let us respect the true pioneers in this style and learn from their experiences. In addition, I would like to add you all links to the page on our www.jingying.org if you want (please let me know if you want to be listed). I suggest that we all do the same to create a stronger network of Kung Fu
Brotherhood/Sisterhood. If you do not wish to participate in this debate, please let me know and I will remove you from the list. Also if you know someone who'd like to add please forward your information to me and I'll make sure to put them on my mailing list. Thanks for your attention and I hope to see you at the next tournament or martial arts feature. Your
truly united, -Sean Marshall 01/06/2005, 22:24 #2 Addendum 1 This is my first letter that raises some relevant questions about Mr. Millerfs's article. It was published in the June 04 issue of Inside Kung Fu. Soon after its publication, I discovered that Huang ChienLiang had prohibited his students from talking to me, attending my seminars, demonstrations or
friendly sparring matches. It is important that saying that Huang would respond to my humble questions and deny his students valuable experience in martial arts fraternity/sisterhood. This attempt at distrust says a lot about what moral basis Huang stands for. Here's the inscription: gUnraveling Mystery?h I have some questions for Mr. Miller regarding the
gUnraveling mystery of Tien Shan Paih (IKF May 2004). Although I respect your Shifu skills, Master Huang, I am confused by your mathematics. It is in my experience that any legitimate Grandmaster can trace his origins back to roots in style. My confusion is in the number of generations, as Tien Shan Pai claims. In 64 generations, you've only identified
three. I ask respectfully: gWho are the first 61 members and where are all their collective students, students, family, descendants, relatives or documented achievements?h By comparison, there are many legends that surround the Shaolintemple, which are known to be the basis of historical fact. Despite Shaolintemple being burned more than once has
spread its art around the world. However, it is difficult to meet someone who knows about this Temple of Tian Shan. If you or IKF know the location of this legendary temple, let us know. Many of us would love to visit, compare styles and identify lines. Another point in its mathematics: Shaolin Temple recently celebrated its 1,500-year anniversary in just over
30 well-documented generations. Thatfs about 50 years of generation, realistic martial arts world. Using the same standard as his claim for 64 generations would make Tien Shan Pai almost 3,200 years old (about 1,700 years before Da Mo should have traveled to China). Even suggesting an unrealistically short period of 20 years in a generation would make
Tian Shan Pai 1,280 years old. After 1,000 to 3,000 years and 61 generations, it would be hard to believe that there is only one man with full knowledge of the system. All the pedigrees start a little and eventually a lot. But you seem to have drawn an upside-down tree. You say in the article that Tien Shan Pai started a whole temple of fighting monks, then
after 63 generations there is only one man. I believe that the hundreds of talented people who practice these forms and/or believe that they are related to Tian Shan Pai deserve a better explanation for their lineage and their style development. Far from thinning lighth or gunraveling mysteryh, we are left in the dark and have many more questions. Instead of
gtracing lineageh or providing decisive insightsh, you have identified only 3 out of 64 generations and described almost every kung fu style i.e. gcsa characterized by extended reach, long attitudes and an abundance of kicking and gcexcel near quarters of the fight; rooting opponentch in addition you say Tien Shan Pai is a gspecial characteristic known as
Yin Shouh. Tell me style does not use Yin Shou &amp; ¹Žè aka Pai Jiao ‹r? (Also, how can anyone get Tien Shan Pai confused by TaiJi Quan?) When I first saw Master Huang on the cover titled gUnraveling Mysteryh, I was hoping to be lit, and have burning questions answered unequivocally. Instead, his article begs the question: Why would a great Master
like Huang Chien-Liang want to tie his illustrious career to such fuzzy mathematics? -Sean Marshall When I noticed that he had submitted a letter to IKF questioning record Master Shawn Lu, and I still couldn't answer his claims, I sent him another letter: Dear Mr. Miller, I noticed that you recently asked some questions about the letters section of IKF
magazine. You raised some good points, but I believe I also raised some important questions regarding your article gThe secrets of Tien Shan Paih (May 2004). This letter was sent a few months ago to both the IKF and the Tien Shan Pai Association website. I've never received an answer. After reading your article many people who practice these forms
have called me asking how you can justify the title g64th generationh if it is mathematically impossible and no one has called generations 1-61. It seems to me that it is impossible to claim a legitimate line if you cannot name the persons from whom art is given. In my 25 years practicing Chinese martial arts I have never heard of a Grandmaster who had a
ggaph in his gpere treeh (much less 95% missing). I've added another copy of the original letter in case you didn't get it. I hope you can answer these simple questions about the allegations you made in your article before you raise questions about another. Thank you, Sean Marshall smarshall@jingying.org 01/06/2005, 22:25 #3 After my initial letter was
published inside Kung Fu, he replied with this letter: Dear Mr Marshall, Thank you very much for your letter. I have reviewed your comments through your Shih-fuga and present to you these thoughts on your issues. You raise eight points about the article, which I will deal with separately. Item 1: You say it is your experience that any legitimate Grandmaster
can trace his origins back to the roots of style. I'm interested in your statement. I intend to write an article on Grandmasters and would be pleased to have your contribution. Can you give some examples of Grandmasters that you think are justified and able to trace your origins back to roots style? What is your standard for the legitimacy of the Commander-in-
Chief? Section 2: You ask the first 61 [generations of Tien Shan Pai] and where are all their collective students, students, family, descendants, relatives or documented achievements? I agree with your point. I have made it clear that there is no information on the predecessors of Late Supreme Master Wang. I'm curious about her too. I was going to discuss
this issue publicly to encourage anyone with information to come forward. Please see my article, specifically page 41: Unfortunately, we do not have information or documents today that can prove the origin of the systems or set a specific date from its inception. Please also see page 41 page 42: When Wang attended the Central Kuoshu Academy, it marked
the first time that the tien shan pai system was seen in eastern China. Next, see page 42: When displaced in Taiwan, Wang began teaching martial arts to the public again, which marked the first time that the tien shan pai system had been seen in Taiwan. Finally, please check out the entire section on page 42: Therefore, all the evidence suggests that
anyone who today teaches or practices tien shan pai learned wang's lineage. If there are other practitioners of Tien shan pai, we have never seen them nor has anyone come up with an alternate lineage. In Taiwan, Asia and the US, all tien shan pai lines are concentrated with Wang. Section 3: You ask about the location of the Temple of Tien Shan Pai. We
have no information about the Tien Shan Pai temple. Like you, I also love to visit it, compare styles and identify the line, as you pointed out. Again, my article was quite clear that they are legendary origin and story. Many temples were destroyed and/or abandoned. One day, however, we may discover this temple. I am also an enthusiast for Chinese art - an
area where new discoveries take place every day. For example, consider terra-cotta army near Xian. In 1974, just 30 years ago, the Chinese discovered the tomb of the Emperor of the First August of the Qin Dynasty. Qin Shihuangdi, who ruled in 221 BC, was one of the most famous Chinese emperors, indeed one of the most powerful emperors in the
history of the world - comparable to Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and Napoleon. And yet, for nearly 2,000 years, no one could find his grave. His dynasty was well documented and there were detailed, reliable reports on the construction of his tomb. But no one could find it. About thirty years ago, some workers accidentally discovered a huge buried
building that had thousands of terracotta warriors, ancient weapons and so on. To this day, both artists and historians admire the complexity and scale of these tombs. It was an unprecedented archaeological find. Here's an example of a 2,000-year-old mystery that was solved just a few years ago. I recently heard that so many communities and temples are
being discovered in China that the Chinese government does not have the resources to properly dig out and document them all properly. Such is the history of wealth and culture in China that has not yet been uncovered! Section 4: You argue that I should use the 50-year interval for each generation. The number of years in a generation is not crucial here.
Please see my statement on page 41: However, without any evidence, it is not possible date in style. The substantive points I discussed were that Tien Shan Pai was not from Shaolin and that it did not come from the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 A.D.), as some have argued. Regarding its origins in Shaolin, also note on page 41: I believe that this claim is false
or, better said, that we do not know the true date of origin. You expressed concern that a 50-year date for every generation would set the system before Da Mo. I think too much emphasis is placed on Da Mo. I believe that almost every culture had its own martial arts traditions. Some have disappeared, some have stopped, and others have evolved and
grown. Martial artists today think that Da Mo and Shaolin are solely responsible for Chinese martial arts. That's unlikely. Recently, I have the opportunity to visit the British Museum in London and watch the Parthenon marble, which was removed two centuries ago from Athens, Greece. The Parthenon itself was built in the 5th century. As a historian, I
appreciated their importance; as an art historian, I enjoyed their form; And as a martial artist, I was interested in the subject. These marble display, among other things, combat a group of men and kentaurs (half-human, half-horse creatures of Greek mythology). I noticed that their fighting methods were V's suffocation methods, punches, punches and front
shots. All these techniques, which are similar techniques we learn and practice today, were carved into marble 2,400 years ago. If such martial arts were known and documented in ancient Greece, it is possible that such martial arts exist in ancient China and may be preda mo. You also say that hundreds of talented people who practice these forms and/or
believe that they are associated with Tian Shan Pai deserve a better explanation for their lineage ... There's an old saying: Be careful what you wish for. Did you know you were in the family tree of Tien Shan Pai? I will discuss this issue at the end of this letter. 01/06/2005, 10:26 p.m. #4 Point 5: You say there is a lack of discussion about Tien Shan Pai style
and that there can be only one man today who has full knowledge of the system. In fact, it is common for only one person in style to have complete knowledge of style; It's a grandmaster. In an uninterrupted pedigree, Grandmaster chooses his successor among his students or disciples, and then shows a descendant (who becomes grandmaster) in the so-
called ¡-secrets ̈ style. I didn't say there was only one man in style. Instead, I gave some details about what we know about style and its origins. The late Supreme Master Wang had other students and they have students. So too does Grandmaster Huang have students, and grand students, and so on. There are many Tien Shan Pai practitioners; I never
doubted it. I call on all students of Tien Shan Pai to learn more about other members Family. Section 6: You claim that the language used to describe Tien Shan Pai is too general. Again, I agree with you. Martial arts are structural languages, language of movement. Words can never completely capture the nuances of martial arts style. Therefore, books and
articles do not replace the teaching of a qualified Master. All martial arts are basically the same, because all people are the same. We've got legs, so we're going to hit. We have hands, so we're going to attack. The difference is in the characteristics. However, if all martial arts were exactly the same, why should we need different styles? The concept of style
(and it is widely misunderstood) is to highlight something different ¡V something special ¡V that Grandmaster considers important. Features are like a kitchen. I could say that Japanese food emphasizes seafood and rice. You answer that there are many cuisines, such as Italian cuisine, that use seafood and rice. However, the flavors of Italian seafood are not
at all like the flavors of Japanese seafood. To continue the example of too many people today has created a kind of chop suey, where the original, clear flavors are gone. They take a little of it, a little bit to mix it together and wait to not notice the taste. I invite you to raise the standard and demand some clean flavors! Point 7: You ask what style does not use
yin shou. See section 6. The difference is characteristic - how it is used - not what it is. Point 8: You ask how could anyone get Tian Shan Pai confused by TaiJi Quan? Many teachers and students are confused with Tien Shan Pai with Tai Chi Chuan. Please see page 22 of the book entitled T'ien Shan P'ai Kung Fu, in which the author writes that T'ien Shan
P'ai ... includes not only the elements of the Shaolin systems, Ch'in-Na and wrestling, but also includes the three main internal systems : Tai Chi Ch'uan, Hsing-I and Pa Kua. Please also see the following websites: www.hmgongfu.com Tien Shan Pai is an eclectic form of Chinese martial arts. This includes external systems of traditional Northern Shaolin
Kung Fu, Chin Na joint manipulation, Swai Chaio wrestling and Tai Chi Chuan. T'ien Shan P'ai teaches elements of Shaolin art; Tai Chi, Chi Gung, Chin-Na, Ba Kua, Hsing and Shuai Jiao. In conclusion, Mr. Marshall, I'm saving the best for the last. Did you know you were in the family tree of Tien Shan Pai? I found my martial arts school website
(www.yingjing.org). You're listing your primary teacher as Anthony Goh. Shih-fu Anthony Goh studied as a teacher in Washington, D.C. Liu. Master C.C. Liu was a late Supreme Master Wang student; Liu was a classmate of Grandmaster Huang. That means Anthony Goh is 65. As a student of Shih-fu Anthony Goh, you're 66. Based on my In your school
program, the number of forms that you teach were the forms of Late Supreme Master Wang¡¡'s curriculum. Maybe you recognized them from my article. What I call Chu Chi Chuan, you call Chu Ji Quan. What I call Chung Chi Chuan, you mention Zhong Ji Quan I mentioned in the article that these two forms came from the Central Kuoshu Academy. I wonder
what other forms we share? Are you interested in getting the source of your family tree? It's a chance you'll reunite with your family, like a young cousin who's learning about his grandfather for the first time. Grandmaster Huang would be happy to meet you in person and discuss with Tien Shan Pai. Since your school is less than an hour's drive from
Grandmaster Huang School, it should be worth a visit. I suggest you call in advance to ensure that Grandmaster Huang is available when you visit. I fulfilled the purpose of the article, which was to specify tien shan pai. When others make unsupported claims, I spoke quite openly about what we know and what we don't know. I encourage each style to be as
careful in separating the legend from fact. There is too much exaggeration, myth-making and outright fiction of Chinese martial arts today. Your kung fu uncle, Jonathan Pett Miller 01/06/2005, 10:27 pm #5 Here's my last answer to this: Dear Jon, I would like to thank Mr. Miller for bringing this issue out of the open in his article, now at the heart of the matter.
Your dubious legacy you ask, what is my standard legitimacy grandmaster? Simple legitimacy is defined as a quality of something that meets accepted standards: compliance with recognized rules, standards, or traditions (MSN Encarta dictionary). Consequently, it is not a subjective standard, but an objective standard. In martial arts traditions, the Master
becomes grandmaster in one of three recognized ways; develop the original style or system, get a repository all is known for a specific style or system, or let the title pass on the previous Grand Master (usually involving another method). When such a title is received, it is rarely (if any) given in secret, without witnesses and without a document of authorisation
containing a copy of the family tree. Let me explain the pedigree to you. Do you see the numbers that go in front of the word generation? They should represent the real people. In your case, it's 64 generations. I'm trying to make it as easy for you as I can. Imagine that every number is like a mailbox. Each mailbox should have a name. (In your case, the
name would do, but many people would also prefer little evidence to go along with each name.) Okay, I'll make it very easy for you. Here's a list of 1-64. I filled out slots based on the article you wrote. All you have to do is fill in the rest; then unravel the mystery! 1) Hong Yin Chi Shih 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 9) 10) 11) 12) 13) 14) 15) 16) 17) 18) 20) 21) 23) 24) 24) 25)
26) 27) 28) 29) 30) 31) 32) 33) 33) (35) 35) 36) 38) 38) 39) 40) 41) 42) 43) 44) 45) 46) 46) 4 7) 48) 49) 50) 51) 52) 53) 54) 55) 56) 56) 56) 57) 59) 60) 61) 62) Ho TaSoon 63) Wang ChuenJen 64) Huang Chien Kuni Liang you comply with these blanks your claim you do not support and use your words There is too much exaggeration There is too much



exaggeration , myth-making and outright fiction of Chinese martial arts today. Doesn't your unsubstantiated claim create the same kind of problems in the martial arts community that you complain about? Isn't that a concept of 64 generations you can't even add names to, one of the greatest excesses, myths and fictions in martial arts today? In one breath
you say it's just a legend, then the next you start throwing around these outrageous generation of titles as if they were based on reality. You can't have it both ways, my friend. I have added a real Grandmaster lineage chart so that you can understand what one looks like (See addendum 1). This myth of yours carried the same weight as your fantastic story of
Hong Yun. Legend Hong Yun This legend of Hong Yun you admitted was a story or a myth or legend. So preserving this myth is exactly what you're doing, right? What makes it even more comical is timing. This myth came to the U.S. around the same time as another similar myth. The similarities between Hong Yin and Kwai ChangKane in the kung fu series
by David Carradine are highly suspect. Doesn't Hong Yun remember the legend of the Grasshopper? Congratulations on your discovery! Thanks for the charming story of your visit to the museum. Also, thank you for proving my point. As you have shown, there is a great deal of evidence of ancient Greek martial arts. By contrast, there is not one fragment of
evidence of martial arts stamp mount Tien. But I'm proud of you for discovering that martial arts was practiced in ancient Greece. (I have won gold medals competing in Athens and I have visited the Parthenon and trained alongside great martial artists there.) Did you know that there were martial arts systems in Africa before the Greeks? But I don't think
you're going to find anyone who claims to be kilimanjaro fist style 64. That certainly doesn't sound nice, does it? Kind of like Tien Shan Pai seems to just roll the tongue. It's even easy for Western countries to say! I think it would be tempting for people to try to monopolize the name Tien Shan Pai. As such, creating and perpetuating myths and legends could
convince people that they are the only ones who are able to communicate secrets. By the way, why are members of your organization's website listed only on your website? Are they the only legitimate schools in Tien Shan Pai that you know? If that's the case, I think it's time for you to come out of your shell and see that there are a lot of other talented people
practicing the same forms. Why 64? In the title sperson the article was not Elaborating on Tien Shan Pai, but unraveling the Mystery of Tien Shan Pai yet you have not yet specified or unraveled. It seems to me that if you're advertising a title like 64. You make a claim; you are subject to the burden of proof. If you feel like it's evolving into your family to involve
your career, if you go on. But you can't give me a 66. I have no use for it, and frankly it doesn't matter beyond your imagination. Mathematically, it's impossible, and you can't even name 95 percent of those Tien Shan Pai ancestors. It's just stupid. Why choose 64 generations (next to the obvious BaGua reference)? Why not 108, shouldn't it sell better? So
don't add my name to that nonsense. Illogical comparison Also, it is foolish to compare Tien Shan Temple to Qin ShiHuangD's tomb. As you said yourself there were detailed, reliable accounts of the construction of his tomb, but it was still discovered (By the way, I have to correct you. It was not the workers who discovered the tomb, but the farmers who dug
well. In 2001 I got to meet one of the last surviving farmers who stumbled upon this breathtaking tomb). So thank you for proving my point once again. There are no detailed, reliable accounts or even any evidence of this Tien Shan Temple, in fact the only people who believe that this real is those who benefit from the belief in its existence. Archaeologists
tend to look for things they suspect exist, which is why there is no archaeological search for this mythical temple. Why would they waste their time looking for something based on the word of a man who had never been there? This story never appeared anywhere until the 1970s. There's a lot more evidence of atlantis than there's more to the temple where
you keep your credibility. Unsupported claims You said: When others make unsupported claims, I have spoken openly about what we know and do not know. So please deal with these unsupported claims of yours: List of Jon Pett's unsupported claims 1) Huang ChienLiang is 64. UNSUPPORTED 2) Tien Shan Pai founded a martial arts temple on Tien
mountain in XinJiang Province - Where is the stamp or proof of its existence? Do you name a single gong fu school in this area that teaches Tien Shan Pai? Unsupported 3) You base the origins of Tien Shan Pai on the entire temple of martial arts monks practicing Tien Shan Pai about 3,000 years ago - There is not one fragment of evidence for these monks
other than their word. No records, no descendants, no students, nothing. You are the main ones who will benefit from the continued use of this fiction. Unsupported 4) You say: There is no mention of Shaolin's legendary origins of Tien Shan Pai. - How do you know? There's no evidence in these fictional legends. 5) Hong Yin Chi Shih is considered the
founder of Tien Shan Pai - Who are his disciples? Where is the historical evidence that he even existed? His name has never been heard before the 1970s. Unsupported 6) You claim that Grandmaster Wang ChuenJen bypassed dozens of his senior disciples and handed over the title of standard bearer to private, without witnesses, to Huang ChienLiang,
who was in fact a junior student. It's outrageous in Chinese martial arts. The burden of proof in this statement is for you so until you can substantiate this claim as evidence or eyewitness account it too is - unsupported 01/06/2005, 10:28 #6 Do you believe Grandmaster Pui Chan is a liar? During the 2004 U.S. International Kuoshu Championship Grandmaster
Pui Chan was heard telling his classmates to worship his grandmaster, who had just walked. Imagine their surprise at knowing that the man who taught Huang ChienLiang Tien Shan Pai, in the basement of D.C., was none other than Master Dennis Brown. Lord Brown was assigned to teach Tien Shan Pai Huang by Lord Willy Lin, and eyewitnesses who
were at the time, including your master's classmates, have confirmed this. Why didn't Master Brown or Master Lin credit it to Huang¡s Tien Shan Pai website? Thanks for the invitation to visit Master Huang but I'm going to refuse. Although I would suggest you drive an hour to D.C. so you can learn from Lord Dennis Brown. You might know I've never lost to
any of Huang's students in uniforms, guns or sparring districts. If you ever venture out of the KuoShu tournament you can confirm this fact yourself. Learn history before Huang ChienLiang began to learn and improve masters Willy Lin and Dennis Brown, Master Anthony Goh was already an undefeated full contact fighter and recognized master of two
continents That's before he even came to the U.S. to open school and picked up some forms of Master CC Liu. In addition, master Goh¡'s curriculum reflects his years of complete contact training and actual combat experience. Since Master Goh is my Sifu and I teach my curriculum, I trace my pedigree through his Sifu in Malaysia. I'm sorry I disappointed
you, I don't need me to call you uncle ± as you wish. Finally, as kung fu brother, I forgive you for your condescending tone, because I know you only parrot your Sifu words. But as a writer, I won't forgive you for your lousy research. Nonetheless, you could tell us which titles Huang ChienLiang has won, if any, in martial arts competitions? This time, answer
directly. You can save your culinary preferences for another discussion, just stick to the questions. Your brother in martial arts, ÎäÁÖÒ»1/4Ò Sean Marshall Addendum 1 Chen JiaGou TaiJi Quan legacy 11th Generation Grandmaster Chen ZhengLei 1) Chen WangTing 2) Chen RuXin 3) Chen DaKun 4) ShanTong 5) Chen DingWang 6) Chen ChangXing 7)
Chen GengYun 8) Chen YanNian 9) Chen DengKe 10) Chen ZhaoPei and his brother Chen ZhaoIf 11) Chen ZhengLei Note Jon ̈C Notice that all 11 slots are full of names. Grandfathers tend to watch these things over time. I hope it helps you with your book. I would recommend that before you research other Masters you will first stop researching your own
because you are missing 95% of lineholders. 01-06-2005, 10:29 #7 Addendum 2 Mõned ühised vormid Tien * Shan Pai ÌìÉ1/2ÅÉ ¹úÊõ GuoShu Vormid 1) ³õ1/4¶È_ ChuJi Quan ¡®Primary Fist ¡ ̈ 2) Á ¬ ²1/2È_ LianBu Quan ¡®Linking Steps Poks ¡ ̈ (teise nimega ® ÁúÈ_ 1/4È_ ZhongJi Quan ® ®Keskhetk, È_ GongLi Quan È_, ®Võimu arendamise rusikas ̈ 5)
Âú1/2_ºì ManJiang Hong ¡®Kogu jõgi Punane ́ ́ ãô×Ù Mi Zong ¡®Lost Track ́ ́ Vormid 6) 1/4±È_ Ji Quan ¡®Ootamatu rünnak ́ ̈ °Ë1/4«È_ BaJi Quan ®Kaheksa Extremes Fist¡ ́ Vormid 7) °Ë1/4«È_ BaJi Quan ®Kaheksa äärmuse rusikas ̈ ̈²éÈ_1/2ÌÃÅ Cha Quan Jiao Men ¡®Cha Fist Sect Boxing¡ ̈ Forms 8) μ ̈ÍÈ Tan Tui ¡®Kevad Leg ́ ́ ́ ́ ́ ́ ́ ́ ́§ ÑìÈ_ Yuan Yang
Quan ¡®Mandarin Duck Poks ̈ Vormid 9) Jüa×ani Yang Pu ¡®Mandariini ®® ® 2È_ ®÷® ®÷È_ part È_ Kaksteist lööki 12) Á ¬»· ÍÈ LianHuan Tui ¡®Drid tying Kicks ̈ ̈ 13) Ã·» ̈È_ MeiHua Quan ¡®The fist of a ÉÙÁÖÈ_ ¡®Shaolin Fist¡ ̈) Ð¡º ìÈ_ XiaoHong Quan ¡®Small Red Fist ... Note: This list certainly does not reflect all ¡'s curriculum nor is it complete or
detailed. If you can contribute to this study, contact me smarshall@jingying.org. * PinYin romanization Tien's Tian (Ìì). It's the same sign as TianAn Men Square Ìì°²ÃÅ. PinYin is a common romancing for mainland China. If you are looking for it on the map, probably says Tian Shan ÌÌÉ1/2. 01-06-2005, 22:29 #8 Addendum 3 Five reasons why Huang
ChienLiang is not the Grandmaster of Tien Shan Pai 1) Tien Shan Pai absolutely does not come from Tien * Mountian There is no record of the temple martial arts monks practicing in or near Tien Mountain or even the entire XinJiang province where the mountain lies. It's right by the Silk Road. Therefore, based on the location of the Tien Shan Range along
what was the Silk Road (from 2d Century BC), lack of knowledge, reporting or other documented observations or emigration practitioners of Tien Shan Pai in eastern China or the Mediterranean is remarkably unlikely. This is especially true when considering a wide range through which Shaolin systems are common. Given the number of generations with an
accepted value of 30 ̈C 35 years per generation (objective value ̈C MSN Encarta), Tien Shan Pai would have pre-dated Shaolin by 500-700 years (round numbers). As a result, traders should 1,100 years (Silk Road dates back about 200 BC and reached a decline of ca. 900 AD). Although the Tien Shan Range is in northwest China, it is not historically
remote. 2nd century BC to 10th century BC The fact that such a landmark would not have been spotted, spotted or registered is highly unlikely. It would resemble a long-distance truck driver who has passed through New York for 1,100 years and is unaware of St. Patrick's Cathedral. The forms most closely associated with Tien Shan Pai are undoubtedly
Guoshu forms. I have seen the forms of the official GuoShu books and one of my coaches, Lu XiaoLin, who studied wushu professionally in Sichuan Province (where Wang ChuenJen is from), recognizes the forms he learned during his basic training. He saw videotape master Wang ChuenJen fill out the Tien Shan Pai system and instantly recognized the
forms of GuoShu and the local Sichuan forms he had studied at ChengDu. Master Wang ChuenJen is from Sichuan Province. It is known that he is a graduate of the Central GuoShu Institute. Therefore, it is not surprising that his curriculum was GuoShu forms. He moved to Taiwan and began teaching there under the name Tien Shan Pai. Lord Willy Lin,the
novelist Lin ChongKwan, was the first to bring Tien Shan Pai to the U.S. He taught in Cincinnati from 1960-61. Lord Willy Lin was the first person to bring Tien Shan Pai to the east coast. Lord Dennis Brown was his senior disciple. He was destined to teach and correct Huang Tien Shan Pai by master Willy Lin. That's what he did in the basement in
Washington. I found out about it not on Huang's website, but by asking people who witnessed it. Good authority on this subject is grandmaster Pui Chan. He was around then and was a good friend of Master Willy Lin. 2) Sixty-four generations do not exist This is an outrageous grandmaster based on their title genealogy that does not exist. Sixty-four names
do not exist, only three (including Huang). In addition, that figure would be mathematically impossible. We should agree that Tien Shan Pai is over 3,000 years old, so that this is true, but without historical evidence. That's the height of stupidity. 3) Master Willy Lin assigned Master Dennis Brown to teach and improve Huang QianLiang Tien Shan Pai Master
Dennis Brown had signed Huang to come to the United States and he was the one to pick him up at the airport. Working for Master Willy Lin, master browns' job was to teach Tien Shan Pai huang what he did in the basement of D.C. At the time Huang was performing became and nunchuck and had just begun his studies with Tien Shan Pai. In addition,
Huang¡'s curriculum differs from many other Tien Shan Pai stylists due to the fact that he later studied Master Dennis Ho's earth style. 4) Huang QianLiang claims that the title ¡° Grandmaster¡± given to him by Wang There are no witnesses to it. This would mean that Master Wang would have passed dozens of his senior disciples (including Master Willy Lin
and his older classmate Master CC Liu among many others) and secretly blessed Huang with this title. Having spoken to those who knew him, I don't think he'd be that stupid. Taiwan, among those that still practice its system, Huang is unknown and certainly not considered ¡° Grandmaster ¡±. One of the best fighters of the Taiwanese school, Îâã÷I was also
invited ¡°· Hong Kong'± newspaper because his punches are fast. He doesn't know Huang and laughs at his claim. In Lord Wang's own programmes, his senior disciples are listed in the picture and under his name; Huang is not one of them. In this matter, the burden of proof is Huang. In addition, Lord Wang tells his daughter ÍõμÂÈÝ that his father never
mentioned anything about 63 generations of Tien Shan Pai. He also says there's no way his father taught Huang Gong Fu because of his father's crippling influence. In addition, Huang did not attend Master Wang¡'s funeral or send money to his family. 5) Students cannot be promoted by teachers Master Wang ChuenJen never referred to himself ¡¡
Grandmaster ¡± or ¡° Supreme Grandmaster ¡± as Huang claims. Huang himself gave these headlines to him later. I know some true great masters who don't call themselves ±. And they certainly won't force their students to call them with such a title as Huang does. Conclusion: The Emperor does not wear clothes. Pinyin's romance ± written ±. PinYin is the
official rominazation of the Chinese government. So if you want to find it on the map, it would probably be written on Tian±. 01-08-2005, 5:43 #9 Ok, so it's just a general Shaolin system. That's the name of someone's Shaolin school. The name of the club, not the name of the style. There are some truths and lies about its origins. The question I have is this
good and fundementally correct system, or is it like Chung Moo Quan or shaolin do and fundementally askew at the heart? The ones that are most successful are also the biggest failures. The difference between these and the rest of the failures is that they continue to rise over and over again until they are finally successful. For Women: + = &amp; a 01-08-
2005, 7:57 #10 2005-09:46 #11 must be exposed. If Tein Shan Pai is just the name of someone's Shaolin school, and not the unique style itself, that should be brought to light. Take me, for example. I'll make Tai Tzu Chang Chuan. But I learned it by collecting bits and pieces of this fomr wherever I could. Although I have a complete Northern system it is
actually made from two northern Thai Tzu styles combined. (Thailand's Tzu Chang Chuan and Hong Chuan). If I ever teach it, I don't think about 64 generations and pretend it's pure pedigree. I'm saying I'm teaching the results of my research. art, and students can mad sampler tai Tzu from many lies and gepgraphic locals. It's fair and honorable. My TaiTzu
may be a ******* line purist, but even they respect honesty. Especially when I'm directing students to them for things I can't go through. But if someone starts selling themselves, it's a fradulant. This is what causes controversy, resentment and a lack of respect in art. I've found that people respect you more, if you just admit your mistakes and move on, then try
to hide them. At least you can trust it. Is Tien Shan Pai a legal style? From the above it seems that this is someone's version of the modern Northern Shaolin, so it probably is. Otherwise, to see it called what it is, it doesn't wear a black mark like so many other schools that are just out of $$ If that's what it's claimed, it's possible to see the evidence. Even
something as rare as Tai Tzu, I can refer to General Qi Jiguang, who documented it as 1644 (I think that is the right date) Those that are most successful are also the biggest failures. The difference between these and the rest of the failures is that they continue to rise over and over again until they are finally successful. For women: + = &amp; a 01-08-2005,
11:29 #12 The problem is you have to ask some people what time it is. They don't want to tell you how to build a watch. 01/08/2005, 01:59 #13 True, but what if you want to build a watch? The ones that are most successful are also the biggest failures. The difference between these and the rest of the failures is that they continue to rise over and over again
until they are finally successful. For women: + = &amp; a 01-08-2005, 22:36 #14 Greetings Royaldragon, I can not comment on Chung Moo Quan or shaolin do, but I love this system. I think you could say that this is an eclectic system that the forms come from from a few different sources. But all forms are of the same nature, so it's a good system for building
a solid foundation. I didn't fully appreciate it until I started studying modern wushu. Every style I've learned, including drunk, monkey, mantis, chang quan, nan quan, etc. are moves that I can't easily relate to because of my previous training. It's definitely a northern taste, but not all of it kicking. It is a good mix of hands, mouth, qin na, shuai jiao etc You are
right that it does not matter where the system comes from. If it's good, that's good. That's when you add fraud to the equation, there's a problem. Not just for a few, but for all of us. Warmer, -Sean 01-08-2005, 22:47 #15 Dear Wolfen, I think the book is more an introduction to Tien Shan Pai. Personally, I find it very difficult to learn martial arts books. You
should keep it though because it may be worth the money because it's printed out now and much sought after. I mentioned only the book to give credit to Master Lin, who was a pioneer of Tien Shan Pai in the US. The interesting part is that after Captain Lin wrote the book he had Go to Tien Mountain and meet local masters including the Masters in his
eighties with a long white beard. He also examined the entire mountain trying to find evidence in the temple his master told him. She was shocked when she realized the whole story was actually made up. He said that after he spoke about his Sifu on his trip, his Sifu never mentioned the Red Cloud story again. Huang didn't bother to research himself and
basically took the ball and ran with it. He's made a lot of money persuading people in this false history. I'm here to crush this scam once and for all. Easy, Sean-Sean
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